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Thank you for precepting a UNH student. We
recognize that these are extraordinary times,
and healthcare practice has had an
unanticipated paradigm shift presenting
unique learning opportunities in clinical
practice and public health. 
We greatly appreciate your support and
commitment to precepting as we all adjust to
these new healthcare systems.
We hope the following materials will assist you
in providing excellent clinical guidance and
supervision in the practice of telehealth.
Thank you
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What is telehealth?
Telehealth is a format of providing patient care
while the patient and provider are in different
locations. This service may be used for acute visits,
follow-up care, behavioral health, substance use
disorder treatment, medication adjustments, and
for guidance relating to medical concerns. 
What is teleprecepting?
Teleprecepting is the practice of telehealth
combined with clinical precepting of an advanced
practice nursing or medical trainee who
participates in the patient care, either through
telehealth or co-locating with
the provider and/or patient.
Source: Johnson (2020)
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 Providing care via telehealth offers a distinct
opportunity to pay attention to nuances in
communication. As a provider, you focus on your
patients' body language, eye contact, speech
patterns, and surrounding environment. You whet
your history-gathering skills and active listening skills.
Teleprecepting  exposes students, with you as their
guide, to the critical role that communication plays in
both developing a therapeutic relationship and
gathering appropriate diagnostic information.
Teleprecepting grants us the opportunity to continue
to lead the next generation of providers in caring for
patients across the care continuum. Regardless of
whether telehealth is being used as an emergency
stopgap or will become a tool for ongoing practice,
we must not delay in leading the next generation of
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Preceptors report satisfaction
with teleprecepting
"Teleprecepting is a great way to engage students in
building rapport with patients. It encourages
students to connect with patients through effective
communication, empathy and history-taking."
- Elizabeth Harrison, UNH Nursing
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Students report benefits from
learning with telehealth 
"Throughout these experiences, I felt that I was gaining
exposure to a vital part of the future of primary care,
and I am grateful to have been able to learn alongside
preceptors."
- Sarah Whalen, UNH NP student
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 Review clinical site student orientation, including
EHR, HIPAA, and standards for patient safety and
emergencies
 Identify co-location procedures
student and preceptor co-located in-person,
patient remote 
student remote, preceptor and patient in-
person
preceptor remote, student and patient in-
person
student, preceptor, and patient remote in
separate or same locations
 Discuss process for patient permission,
documentation, and consultation
 Review preceptor expectations regarding
telehealth etiquette, setting, lighting, and attire










Preparing your student for a
clinical site
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Source: Wamesly & Sullivan (2020)
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This allows the student to learn what to expect and
creates organization and a plan for the day
Review patient schedule and agree on patients the
student will see
Discuss time expectations and constraints
Make a plan for the day's workflow
To understand the preceptor's approach and techniques
To learn how to ask for permission to see the patient
To learn appropriate introductions
1. Start day with 10 minute student/preceptor huddle
2. Have student observe a patient visit
3. Provider begins seeing patients while student
    reviews and prepares for their patient cases
Active teleprecepting
Source: Wamesly & Sullivan (2020)
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If patient is not on video visit, call the patient
If patient is lacking the information about
If there are audio issues while on video,
If patient is still having video connection issues,
consider a phone visit
 If internet is unstable, convert to telephone visit
over the phone to troubleshoot 
how to join the visit, text, call or use patient
portal to send patient the meeting ID or hyperlink
continue video and contact patient by phone for audio
Troubleshooting a virtual visit
Source: Wamesly & Sullivan (2020)
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Patient logs into virtual platform (e.g. Zoom) to join
the visit
Student conducts the visit 
Student contacts the preceptor to join the visit
Student presents to preceptor either with patient
present or places patient in waiting room while case
is discussed
Preceptor and student wrap up the visit together with
patient
Student completes note











Source: Wamesly & Sullivan (2020)
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Click here for a video from
UCSF about how to use
Zoom to teleprecept.
Greet patient and introduce all persons in each room
Review chart. Review HIPAA and obtain consents
Acknowledge that there may be technical delays, and
make a plan with the patient to ensure contact
Explain the organization, expectations, timing of the
visit, and what is happening at each step
Dress professionally
Have a clear, organized and professional workspace
Sit squarely in camera frame
Eliminate visible personal items
Take your time, speak slowly, and allow 5-10 seconds
for patient to comprehend
Avoid background noise; close windows and doors
Silence your phone
Use signage on door “Visit in process. Do not enter”




Source: Bear & Guston (2019)
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While teleprecepting, there are techniques you can utilize to
show the patient empathy through the screen.
Telehealth etiquette
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Be aware of your non-verbal signals: sighing, eye rolling
Limit movement and fidgeting while on camera
Food free, gum free zone
Tell your patient that when you look at the screen, you are
looking at their chart to gather information
Remember to smile and laugh; this is a learning curve for
most and it is okay to bond over that
Lean into the camera and make
eye contact by looking directly
at the camera lens; this shows
interest
Nod and tilt your head along
with verbal feedback to show
support and active listening
Smile, uncross arms, shoulders
back & relaxed, head up
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Telehealth
checklist
Information by Bear & Guston (2019), Template by UNH (2020)
Greet patient and introduce all persons in each room
Review chart. Review HIPAA and obtain consents
Acknowledge that there may be technical delays, and
make a plan with the patient to ensure contact
Explain the organization, expectations, timing of the
visit, and what is happening at each step
Dress professionally
Have a clear, organized, and professional workspace
Sit squarely in camera frame
Eliminate visible personal items
Take your time, speak slowly, and allow 5-10 seconds for
patient to comprehend
Avoid background noise; close windows and doors
Silence your phone and use signage on door “Visit in
process. Do not enter” to prevent persons entering or
interrupting patient time
14
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HIPAA compliant
Allows for several people in
one visit
Send visit invitation and
confirmation
Live chat text messaging









people during one visit
Regardless of the
platform your practice
uses, UNH will work with
you to onboard your




15*Any reference to a specific product or service does not constitute or imply an endorsement by UNH of the product or service, or its producer or provider.
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Shared screen allows for
consults during the visit







It is important to familiarize yourself and your team
with current guidelines for students and preceptors.
As of January 1, 2020, Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) has adjusted the medical
record documentation policy so that physicians, PAs,
NPs, and others can sign and date chart notes made
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Resources
UNH and AHEC Preceptor Development:
Setting Expectations
UNH and AHEC Preceptor
Development: Effective Preceptor
UNH and AHEC Preceptor Development:
Learner Engagement in Community Rotations
17
Preceptor modules
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